Many researchers have made use of the Wikipedia network for relatedness and similarity tasks.
Introduction
Entity relatedness is a task that is required in many application such as entity disambiguation, recommender system and clustering. Although there are many works on entity relatedness, most of them does not consider temporal aspects. It is unclear how entity relatedness changes over time, as for example, the entities Mobile and Camera may have been less related in the past but may be more related at present. This work attempts to address this gap by showing how semantic relatedness develops over time using graph-based approaches over the Wikipedia and DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015; Auer et al., 2007) networks 1 as well as how transient links and stable links, by which is meant links that do not persist over different times and links that persist over time respectively, affect the relatedness of the entities. We hypothesise that using graph-based approaches, such as (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Hulpus et al., 2015; Leal et al., 2012) , on the Wikipedia network provides higher accuracy in term of relatedness score to the ground truth data in comparison to text-based approaches, such as (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Aggarwal and Buitelaar, 2014; Radinsky et al., 2011) .
We show that using graph-based approaches on the Wikipedia network provides higher accuracy in term of relatedness score to the ground truth data in comparison to text-based approaches. We take each Wikipedia article as an entity, for example, the article on Semantic similarity 2 corresponds to the entity Semantic similarity. Although the term article and entity may be referred to interchangeably in this work, article refers to a Wikipedia article and entity refers to a single concept in the semantic network. Wikipedia users provide Wikipedia page links within articles, so we can make use of the provided links as entities. Assuming that entities which are closely related to an entity, a Wikipedia article in this case, are mentioned in that Wikipedia article, closely related entities share the same adjacent nodes in the Wikipedia article link network. However, there might be some articles that link to a lot of the articles that might not be semantically related. For example, the main page, which is the landing page for featured articles and news, is not semantically related to the articles it links to. On the other hand, articles that do not have many links to other pages might have more semantically relation to their links. Because of this reason, we apply weights to the relationships to penalise the articles that link to many other unrelated articles. The objective of this work is to reveal how relationships among entities affect entity relatedness as well as how temporal information affects entity relatedness. This work can be used to investigate the effect of versioning of linked data graphs, however in contrast to previous work (Auer and Herre, 2006; Völkel and Groza, 2006) , we aim to understand the trend of changes, rather than specific hierarchical changes.
Problem Statement and Research Contributions
This work is extended from our previous work (Prangnawarat and Hayes, 2017) and provides extended experimental results and a novel variation of the proposed algorithm. We focus on two main research problems, firstly how to represent Wikipedia network for the entity relatedness problem that varies over time. The basis of this is that Wikipedia articles have the links to other Wikipedia articles, so we can use this information to create Wikipedia article link network for the entity relatedness problem. A contribution of this paper towards this problem is the proposal of various temporal models to represent Wikipedia article link network to analyse entity relatedness based on the assumption that closely related entities share the same adjacent nodes in the network. We also analysed if the in-links and out-links have the same effects to their relatedness.
The second main research problem concerns method used to find relatedness and its evolution using Wikipedia network. We explore techniques for finding relatedness score of the entities. For example, there might be some articles that link to a lot of the articles that might not be semantically related, such as the main page, which is the landing page for featured articles and news. On the other hand, articles that do not have many links to other pages might have more semantically relation to their links. In this paper, we show how can we choose weights to penalise those articles that link to many other unrelated articles and how temporal information affects relatedness of entities.
We propose a graph-based approach considering entity relations, which outperforms the textbased approach in terms of the accuracy of relatedness score. We make use of the temporal Wikipedia article link network to demonstrate the evolution of entity relatedness and how transient or stable links affect the relatedness of the entities. We analyse different models of aggregated graphs, which integrate networks at various times into the same graph as well as time-varying graphs which are the series of the networks at each time step. We then evaluate this based on the KORE dataset (Hoffart et al., 2012) , and show how temporal information can affect the similarity score. We show that by combining multiple versions of Wikipedia, from different time points we can produce state-of-the-art results for entity relatedness.
The remainder of this paper organised as follows: first, we discuss works related to this paper in Section 2. After that we explain how to collect the dataset from Wikipedia and DBpedia in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain methodology for representing the networks and give details of our proposed graph-based approaches to analyse entity relatedness and its evolution. We show the experiment results, which discuss the comparisons of different approaches, evolution of relatedness, relatedness with aggregated time information and frequency of the relatedness changes in Section 5. Finally, we provide a summary of the work as well as the discussion of limitations and future works.
Related Work
This work relies on two distinct areas of research, firstly semantic relatedness that estimates the similarity between to entities and secondly temporal analysis of Wikipedia, which comprises methods for analysing change in Wikipedia. Thus, we present a brief survey of these two areas.
Semantic Relatedness
Semantic relatedness works have been carried out for words (natural language texts such as common nouns and verbs) and entities (concepts in semantic networks such as companies, people and places). The approaches used for semantic relatedness includes corpus-based approaches as well as structure-based or graphbased approaches. Wikipedia and DBpedia have been widely used as resources to find semantic relatedness. However, most approaches use only the current information without temporal aspects. One of the well-known system is WikiRelated (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006) introduced by Strube and Ponzetto. WikiRelated use the structure of Wikipedia links and categories to compute the relatedness between concepts.
Gabrilovich and Markovitch proposed Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) to compute semantic relatedness of natural language texts using highdimensional vectors of concepts derived from Wikipedia. DiSER (Aggarwal and Buitelaar, 2014) , presented by Aggarwal and Buitelaar, improves ESA by using annotated entities in Wikipedia. Leal et al. (Leal et al., 2012) proposed a novel approach for computing semantic relatedness as a measure of proximity using paths on DBpedia graph. Hulpus et al. (Hulpus et al., 2015) provided a path-based semantic relatedness using DBpedia and Freebase as well as presenting the use in word and entity disambiguation.
Radinsky et al. proposed a new semantic relatedness model, Temporal Semantic Analysis (TSA) (Radinsky et al., 2011) . TSA computes relatedness between concepts by analysing the time series between words and finding the correlation over time. Although this work make use of the temporal aspect to find relatedness between words, it does not show how the relatedness evolves over time.
Time-aware Wikipedia and Knowledge Bases
There have been a number of works in the area of time-aware Wikipedia and Knowledge Base analysis. The authors have primarily focused on content and statistical analysis. WikiChanges (Nunes et al., 2008 ) presents a Wikipedia articles revision timeline in real time as a web application. The application presents the number of article edits over time in daily and monthly granularity. The authors also provide the extension script for embedding a revision activity to Wikipedia. Ceroni et. al. introduced a temporal aspect for capturing entity evolution in Wikipedia. They provided a time-based framework for temporal information retrieval in Wikipedia as well as statistical analysis such as the number of daily edits, Wikipedia pages having edits and top Wikipedia pages that has been changed over time . Whiting et. al. (Whiting et al., 2014) (Borra et al., 2015) identifies when and which topics have been most controversial in Wikipedia article using Wikipedia links as the representation of the topics. However, the approach also focuses on the content changed in the article.
A number of research also work on event analysis and extraction from Wikipedia history. Hienert and Luciano (Hienert and Luciano, 2015) provided historical events extracted from Wikipedia articles as well as a timeline of extracted events. They parse the historical events from wikipedia using regular expressions which are language and structure specific. Tran et. al. (Tran et al., 2014) introduced a method to detect events using Local Temporal Constraint (LTC) (Das Sarma et al., 2011) to extract complex event structures from Wikipedia.
Recent works apply time-aware knowledge bases for relations of entities. TimeMachine (Althoff et al., 2015) generates a timeline of events and relations for entities using knowledge bases. It shows the most important events or relationships that related to a given entity at the time. Beyond Time, recent research from Tran et. al. (Tran et al., 2017) introduces a novel method to compute the contextual relatedness using integrated time and topic models. The temporal relatedness model uses static relatedness together with estimation of the dynamic relatedness by measuring a form of temporal peak coherence using Wikipedia page view statistics. They also present the usefulness of entity relatedness with entity recommendation. However, they do not show the evolution of the relations.
Our work makes use of the changes in Wikipedia to analyse evolution of entity relatedness. We show how entity relatedness develops over time using graph based approaches over Wikipedia network as well as how transient links and stable links affect the relatedness of the entities.
Dataset Collection from Wikipedia and DBpedia
In Wikipedia articles have redirect pages which are pages that automatically redirect users to other pages. The main purpose of redirects is to redirect the article to the most appropriate article title.
As Wikipedia is open, crowd-sourced information, users may use different titles to refer to the same thing such as, alternative spellings or punctuation marks, abbreviations, plurals and singulars, adjec-3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_ science tival or adverbial forms on nouns, or likely misspellings. For instance, the article America 4 and USA 5 are redirect pages that automatically redirect users to the article United States 6 . In this case, America, USA and United States should be considered as the same entity. In order to add more information to the network, we construct the Wikipedia article link network with redirects by replacing the redirect pages with the target pages in the Wikipedia article link network described previously. If article a has a link to article b and article b redirects to article c, then we remove a link from article a to article b and add a link from article a to article c. In other words, we replace a link between articles a and b with a link between article a and article c.
The Wikipedia data can be downloaded from the Wikimedia download page 7 . A major limitation of data availability from Wikipedia dumps is that the oldest available Wikipedia dump at the time of the experiment was from 20 August 2016. In order to get older Wikipedia link data, we obtained data from DBpedia 8 which is an open knowledge base extracted from Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects. We use the page links datasets, which give the relationship of article links within each article, the same information as the Wikipedia links we extracted from Wikipedia, and redirects datasets which contains the redirects between articles in Wikipedia. Each DBpedia concept corresponds to a Wikipedia article. For example, the DBpedia concept http://dbpedia.org/resource/ Semantic_similarity corresponds to the article Semantic similarity 9 . We refer to both the Semantic similarity article and the DBpedia concept http://dbpedia.org/resource/ Semantic_similarity as the entity Semantic similarity. We make use of page links datasets and redirects datasets from DBpedia to construct the series of Wikipedia article link networks with redirects for each year from 2007 to 2016. The DBpedia versions used are shown in Table 1 .
In order to examine more frequent changes, we also obtain Wikipedia data from Wikipedia dumps 
Methodology
We first explain various models to represent Wikipedia article link network and how we represent temporal information in the network. Then, we provide details of the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal centralities, our proposed graph-based approaches to analyse entity relatedness and its evolution.
Wikipedia Article Link Network Representations
We assume that entities which are closely related to an entity, corresponding to a Wikipedia article, are mentioned in that Wikipedia article. Hence, closely related entities share the same adjacent nodes in the Wikipedia article link network. However, there might be some articles that link to a lot of the articles that might not be semantically related. On the other hand, articles that do not have many links to other pages might be more semantically related to their links. Because of this reason, we apply weights to the relationships to penalise articles that link to many other unrelated articles.
We explain more detail about the approach later in the next section. Given Wikipedia article link information from each Wikipedia and DBpedia dataset, we construct a graph representing a snapshot of the Wikipedia information. We define both the article link network without redirect and the network with redirects, which gives more semantic information, as follows.
Wikipedia article link network without redirect
Given an article a for a corresponding entity, a snapshot of Wikipedia article link network G a is constructed as a graph G a = (V a , E a ) to represent a snapshot of a 2-hop ego network of article links around an entity a, where V a is a set of nodes where each node represents Wikipedia entities that have links with a or have links with the nodes that are adjacent to a and E a is a set of edges where each edge e i j is an internal link between Wikipedia entities i and j which means an article i represented by an entity i mentions an entity j. In other words, v ∈ V a if e av ∈ E a or ∃B : e ab ∈ E a ∧ e bv ∈ E a , i.e., a is directly connected to v or connected through a second node b. Figure 2 demonstrate an example of a 2-hop ego network around the entity a. We construct a series of 2-hop ego networks of Wikipedia article links over time around each seed entity that we are interested in. Wikipedia article link network with redirects From the redirect information about Wikipedia, we construct graphs G R = (V R , E R ), where e i j ∈ E R if there is a redirect between the articles, i and j. We use this to augment the Wikipedia article link network for an article G a , by merging all nodes that have redirects. Thus, we define a Wikipedia article link network with redirects, G R,a = (V R,a , E R,a ), as a graph where e ab ∈ E R,a if e ab ∈ G a , ∃i : e ai ∈ G a ∧ e ib ∈ G R or ∃i : e ai ∈ G R ∧ e ib ∈ G b . Figure 3 demonstrate an example of a 2-hop ego network with redirects around the entity a. We construct a series of 2-hop ego networks of Wikipedia article links with redirects over time around each seed entity that we are interested in. Entity a 10 and Entity a 11 redirect to Entity a 12 so Entity a 10 and Entity a 11 are replaced by Entity a 12 in the graph, making the link from Entity a 4 to Entity a 10 become Entity a 4 to Entity a 12 and the link from Entity a 11 to Entity a 5 become Entity a 12 to Entity a 5 instead. 
Temporal Graphs
To reflect how relatedness changes over time, we represent temporal information from Wikipedia article link networks in two different way. One is as time-varying graphs, which are a series of Wikipedia article link snapshots at each time step. We use each version of the Wikipedia dataset and DBpedia dataset as each snapshot. Another is as an aggregated graph, which aggregates all networks at each time steps together with time information as weights. We describe each models and how we use temporal information as weights of aggregated graphs in the following sections.
Time-Varying Graphs
Given an article a for a corresponding entity, the series of Wikipedia article link networks G a S at the set of times T = {1, .., n} is constructed as a set of graphs {G a 1 , G a 2 , ..., G a n }, which we call timevarying graphs. Each graph G a t = (V a t , E a t ) represents a snapshot of a 2-hop ego network of article links around an entity a at the time t as described above. An example of a series of time-varying graphs of an article a when T = {1, 2} is shown in Figure 4 . We construct graphs for the link network with redirects, G R,a t in the same way. 
Aggregated Graphs
In order to understand how transient links, which are links that do not persist over time, and stable links, which are links that persist over time, affect the relatedness of the entities, we create different models of aggregated graphs with differ in weights. The first model is the Intersection Model which aggregates nodes and links that exists at all time points in the data and thus represent stable links. We also use Union Models, which aggregate nodes and links that exists at any time points in the data and thus represent transient links. We use weights to specify how transient these linke are, including uniform temporal weight, where we weight all temporal information equally, linear temporal weight, where we weight bias toward more recent information using linear decay factor, and exponential temporal weight, where we weight bias toward more recent information using exponential decay factor. These weights are used to examine how the recency of the information affect the result of relatedness. We create different models of aggregated graphs for both Wikipedia article link network and Wikipedia article link network with redirects, which differ in weight described below.
Intersection model
The intersection model aggregates nodes and links that exist in all time points in the data to represent stable links. This model captures the core of the network around each article. Nodes and edges are only included if the relationships among them exist in all time steps. Given a Wikipedia article a for a corresponding entity, an intersection graph G a I is constructed as a graph
is a set of nodes where each node represents a Wikipedia article that have links with a or have links with the nodes that are adjacent to a at all time points and E a I is a set of edges where each edge e i j is an internal link between Wikipedia entities i and j which appear at all time. In other words, v ∈ V a I if v ∈ V a 1 ∩ V a 2 ∩ ... ∩ V a n and e i j ∈ E a I if e ∈ E a 1 ∩ E a 2 ∩ ... ∩ E a n for T = {1, .., n}. As this is an intersection of all time points, all edges have equal weights. An example of an intersection model of an article a from the previous example of the time-varying graphs is shown in Figure 5 . 
Union model with uniform temporal weight
The union model with uniform temporal weight aggregates nodes and links that exist in any time points in the data to represent transient links using uniform temporal weight, which is proportional to the number of time points containing this edge. Given a Wikipedia article a for a corresponding entity, a union graph with uniform temporal weight G a U is constructed as a graph G a U = (V a U , E a U ), V a U a set of nodes where each node represents a Wikipedia article that have links with a or have links with the nodes that are adjacent to a at any time in T = {1, .., n} and E a U is a set of edges where each edge e i j is an internal link between Wikipedia entities i and j with a weight w i j representing how many time steps the relationship appears at any time in T . In other words,
.. ∪ V a n and e i j ∈ E a U if e i j ∈ E a 1 ∪ E a 2 ∪ ... ∪ E a n for T = {1, .., n}. The weight w i j of e i j is a i j1 + ... + a i jn for T = {1, .., n} where a i jt = 1 if there exist the link between i and j at time t, otherwise, a i jt = 0. An example of a union model with uniform temporal weight of an article a from the previous example of the timevarying graphs is shown in Figure 6 . The numbers represent temporal weight of the relations. 
Union model with linear temporal weight
The union model with linear temporal weight is such that the information over different time points declines at a constant rate so the temporal factor is calculated using the linear decay factor. This weighting toward more recent links to understand how recent information affect the result of relatedness. Where n is the newest time steps, dt is the time step different, and r is decay factor, non-negative temporal factor α can be calculate as α n−dt = α n − r · dt. The newest data has 100% temporal factor. As we have 10 time steps, we simply choose decay factor r as 10%. Given a Wikipedia article a for a corresponding entity, a,
T is a set of nodes where each node represents a Wikipedia article that have links with a or have links with the nodes that are adjacent to a at any time in T and E a T is a set of edges, where each edge e i j is an internal link between Wikipedia entities i and j with a weight w i j representing summary of temporal factor where the relation appear at that time. The newer data has the higher temporal factor than the older data. The weight w i j of e i j is (α 1 · a i j1 + ... + α n · a i jn ) for T = {1, .., n} where α t is the temporal factor at time t and a i jt = 1 if there exist the link between i and j at time t, otherwise, a i jt = 0.
Union model with exponential temporal weight
The union model with exponential temporal weight has the same idea as the union model with linear temporal weight but the temporal factor is calculated using the exponential decay factor instead of the linear decay factor. Where n is the newest time steps, and dt is the time step different, non-negative temporal factor α e can be calculate as α n−dt = α n × (e −dt ). The newest data has 100% temporal factor.
Extended Jaccard Similarity with Reciprocal Centralities
The Jaccard similarity coefficient measures similarity between two objects using binary attributes, which has been shown to be a robust method for semantic similarity and clustering on Web-scale graphs (Strehl et al., 2000) . Given objects a and b with a vector of features A and B respectively, the Jaccard similarity coefficient of a and b, J(a, b) is computed by the following equation:
Taking adjacent nodes of an entity a in the Wikipedia article link network as the features of the entity a, the Jaccard similarity coefficient can reflect our assumption that closely related entities share the same adjacent links in Wikipedia article links network. However, the Jaccard similarity coefficient cannot take into account nonbinary features. As we discussed before, there might be some articles that link to a lot of the pages that might not be semantically related so we want to apply weights to the relationships to penalise pages that have relations with many unrelated pages. An article that is mentioned in a lot of articles may just be a general article that is not semantically related to them. On the other hand, an article that mentions a lot of other articles may not be semantically related to the articles that they link to. Centrality measures are used to rank the importance of nodes in the network, and in this work we use the following measures Degree centrality: This is a measure which counts edges connecting to the nodes. All neighbours of the node are equivalent in degree centrality.
PageRank: PageRank (Page et al., 1999 ) is a centrality measure that is used to rank the importance of nodes. Neighbours of the node are not counted equivalently but weights are given to the neighbours from the idea that a node is more important if it receives more links from other nodes. It was originally created to rank web pages in the World Wide Web network in Google search engine. We use the same idea applied to our Wikipedia article link network.
To measure the similarity of nodes, we use Tanimoto's generalization (Tanimoto, 1958) of Jaccard similarity, which defines the similarity in terms of bit vectors as
We can use this formula weighted by reciprocal degree centrality and reciprocal PageRank, which are 1 divided by degree centrality and 1 divided by PageRank score respectively, to find similarity between each entity in the network. The underlying assumption is that articles with lower centrality scores might have more semantically relation to their links as they only link to fewer articles that are really related to them. For the union graph models, in addition to the reciprocal centrality scores, we also use the graph weight, which is the temporal information described above, with reciprocal centrality scores as the vector scores to compute the relatedness.
Given d a is a vector of reciprocal degree centrality or PageRank scores of the articles having links with an entity a in the 2-hop ego network around an entity a and d b is a vector of reciprocal degree centrality or PageRank scores of the articles having links with an entity b in the 2-hop ego network around an entity b. The vector value is zero for unconnected articles. The relatedness between two entities a and b using Extended Jaccard Similarity with Reciprocal Centrality is computed as:
Given tw a is a vector of temporal weight between entity a and other nodes in graphs and tw b is a vector of temporal weight between entity b and other nodes in graphs. the relatedness between two entities a and b using Extended Jaccard Similarity with Temporal Weight and Reciprocal Centrality is computed as 10 :
Experiment Results
We conducted experiments and evaluated with the KORE (Hoffart et al., 2012) dataset in order to show the effectiveness of our methods for temporal analysis of entity relatedness and its evolution. The KORE dataset has been created to measure relatedness between named entities. It consists of 420 related entity pairs from a selected set of 21 seed entities from the YAGO2 (Hoffart et al., 2013) knowledge base from 4 different domains, which are 5 entities from IT companies, 5 entities from Hollywood celebrities, 5 entities from video games, 5 entities from television series, and one singleton entity. Each of the entities has 20 ranked related entities. All entities in the KORE dataset corresponds to entities in the Wikipedia article link networks. The KORE dataset was chosen as it is one of the most widely-used and is sufficiently large to make statistical significant results. Moreover, it was created several years ago in 2010, thus meaning that there are at least 5 years of data from Wikipedia available both before and after its creation, allowing us to examine the effect of temporal change more effectively. We use Spearman Correlation to compare the relatedness scores from each approach with the scores from the KORE dataset. As the KORE dataset provides only the ranking but not the score, we assume that the highest entity has a score of 20 and each subsequent entity has a score 1 lower. 10 • denotes the Hadamard product (element-wise multiplication)
Extended Jaccard Similarity with Reciprocal Centralities Results
For each DBpedia version stated above, we constructed a series of networks of entities, as described in Section 4.2.1, seeding the entities from KORE dataset. The experiments were conducted to compare three different perspectives. In the first evaluation perspective, we performed experiments to show that the proposed graph-based extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal centralities outperforms the text-based approach and the baseline graphbased approaches in terms of the relatedness score accuracy. We used Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) based similarity as the text-base baseline, and binary Jaccard similarity as the baseline for the graph-based approach to compare to the proposed approaches. TF-IDF was calculated using scikit-learn's 11 functions, treating each Wikipedia article as a single document for the document frequency and counting the term frequency of each word, without stop words, in the article corresponding to the entities to be compared. We analysed variations of features for binary Jaccard methods by considering only in-links of the nodes which are the entities that have links to the nodes, only out-links of the nodes which are the entities that have links from the nodes, and both in-links and out-links of the nodes which are entities that have links to or from the nodes.The second evaluation perspective aims to show different results between using reciprocal degree centrality and reciprocal PageRank in the proposed similarity methods. And the third perspective is to show that the Wikipedia article link network with redirects give better result than the Wikipedia article link network without redirect.
We performed TF-IDF based similarity on three different Wikipedia text revisions. One is the revision at the time when YAGO2 was created (17-Aug-2010) which is used to constructed the KORE dataset. The second one is the revision at the dump time of DBpedia 2009 dataset (20-Sep-2009 ) and the last one is the revision at the dump time of DBpedia 2010 dataset (11-Oct-2010) . We performed Spearman Correlation to evaluate our system's correlation with the gold standard dataset, KORE dataset, as described previously. The Spearman Correlations of the 3 different datasets compared to the KORE gold standard are shown in Table 3 . We can see that the result of the data acquired at the time when YAGO2 was created has the highest correlation as the same information is captured at that time. It is significantly better than the result of Wikipedia at the time of DBpedia 2009 dump with p-value < 0.1 and slightly better than the result of Wikipedia at the time of DBpedia 2010 dump.
We compared the text-based approach of each version of dataset to the graph-based approaches. In this section, we focused on DBpedia 2009 dataset and DBpedia 2010 dataset as they are the closest snapshots to the Wikipedia dump from 2010-08-17 which is used to constructed YAGO2 using by the KORE dataset. We found that the graph-based approaches significantly outperform the result from the text-based approach in term of accuracy of relatedness score as shown in Table 4 . Moreover, the results show that the proposed Extended Jaccard Similarity with reciprocal centralities give a better accuracy of relatedness score than the baseline binary Jaccard methods. The extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality gives a better accuracy of relatedness score than the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal PageRank. The extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality by considering both in-links and out-links gives the best result in terms of accuracy of relatedness score. This shows that considering the number of entity links improves the relatedness accuracy but not the weights from the neighbours.
Moreover, after we add more information to the graph by applying redirect relations to the model, the correlation results improve. Table 4 shows the Spearman Correlations to the KORE gold standard comparing text-based approach with graph-based approaches between models without redirects and models with redirects of data from DBpedia 2009 and DBpedia 2010. We use I for in-links, O for out-links, I+O for both in-links and out-links, RD for reciprocal degree centrality and RP for reciprocal PageRank. For example, Ext Jaccard RD (I+O) means the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality by considering both in-links and out-links. We can see that using the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality by considering both in-links and outlinks with the Wikipedia article link network with redirects gives the best result. , * , * * and * * * show that our best performing method (Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links) is significantly better than this result with p-value < 0.1, p-value < 0.05, p-value < 0.01 and p-value < 0.001 respectively for each star symbol.
Evolution of Relatedness
We analysed the change of correlations to the KORE gold standard in different datasets to demonstrate how relatedness progresses over subsequent years. We found that the dataset from the network in 2010 got the highest results. This is because the KORE dataset is constructed using YAGO2 that use the Wikipedia dump from 2010-08-17 (Hoffart et al., 2013) , which is the closest to the DBpedia version 2010 (2010-10-11). We can see from the result that the most upto-date knowledge bases will not give the highest correlation if the ground truth data is created in different time. This is because the relatedness score varies according to the relatedness of the entities at that time. For instance, Facebook and , * , * * , and * * * mean the Wikipedia article link network with redirects using the Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links is significantly better than this result with p-value < 0.1, p-value < 0.05, p-value < 0.01 and p-value < 0.001 respectively.
Justin Timberlake has a higher relatedness score in 2010 as Justin Timberlake stared in The Social Network movie, the film portrays the founding of Facebook, and the score faded after that as shown in Figure 8 . The relatedness scores are computed using the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality which gives the best result as shown in the previous section. We also did a qualitative analysis for the entities which are not in the KORE dataset as they become more related to the seed entities after the dataset was created. For instance, Tim Cook started to have high relatedness with Apple Inc. since 2011 when he become the CEO of the company. Figure 9 shows the relatedness of Apple Inc. and Tim Cook.
Another example is the relatedness between We performed the Spearman Correlation between each dataset and found that the correlations of the entity relatedness are higher to the dataset versions that are closer in time to themselves and lower when the time is more different as shown in Table 5 . This shows that the entity relatedness gradually changes over time.
Relatedness with Aggregated Time Information
In order to find how transient links, links that do not persist over different times, and stable links, links that persist over time, affect the relatedness of the entities, we constructed different models of aggregated graphs as described in Section 4.2.2. We then applied variations of baseline Jaccard methods described previously and the proposed extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal centralities over the models. Table 6 shows the comparison of Spearman Correlations to the KORE gold standard of different methods from each dataset over timevarying graphs and aggregated graphs with redirects. , * , * * and * * * show that the results are sig-15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_ Phone 16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows_10_ Mobile nificantly lower than the union model with the Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links where pvalue < 0.1, p-value < 0.05, p-value < 0.01 and pvalue < 0.001 respectively. I+O for both in-links, RP for reciprocal PageRank and RD for reciprocal degree centrality. We can see that aggregating temporal information as a union graph gives more relatedness accuracy than the results from each dataset from time-varying graphs. Intersection graph gives the least relatedness accuracy to KORE dataset but it represents entities that are strongly related to each other at all time. The examples of the top 3 entities with the highest relatedness scores from the Intersection model with the Extended Jaccard Similarity with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and outlinks of Apple Inc. are Macbook IPhone and Apple Store (online).
We also compared our results with the recent graph-based approaches by Hulpus et.al. (Hulpus et al., 2015) which used the path-based relatedness measures with DBpedia 2014 version 17 , and Freebase 18 dump from 18 January 2015 as knowledge bases without considering temporal information. The best Spearman correlation results to the KORE gold standard of the approaches are 0.63 using DBpedia, and 0.64 using Freebase as knowledge bases. We can see that our approaches outperforms the recent approaches.
We conducted the experiment to gradually accumulate the dataset starting from DBpedia 2007 increasing one dataset to DBpedia 2016 to find how temporal information affects entity relatedness. We found that the correlations significantly increase when each dataset is added and become stable after DBpedia 2011 as shown in Table 7 . and * show that the results are significantly lower than when the following year is added, using the Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links, where p-value < 0.1 and p-value < 0.05 respectively.
When we use temporal information with reciprocal centralities as weights of the extended Jaccard method, the relatedness accuracy become lower as information from after the creation of the KORE dataset is taken into account. Table 8 shows the comparison of Spearman Correlations to the KORE gold standard of different methods over dif- , * , * * , and * * * mean the Union model using the Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links is significantly better than this result with p-value < 0.1, p-value < 0.05, p-value < 0.01 and pvalue < 0.001 respectively. ferent models of aggregated graphs with redirects. We can see that the Union model with exponential temporal weight gives the lowest accuracy as the most updated information get the highest influence in the calculation.
Frequency of the Relatedness Changes
As in the previous section, we shown that the proposed extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal centralities outperforms text-based similarity and graph-based binary Jaccard similarity in term of relatedness score accuracy. In this section, we show how relatedness changes in twice-a-month time steps using the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality which gives the best relatedness result. Twice-a-month time steps are used instead of biweekly time steps as the Wikipedia dumps are provided twice a month on the first and the twentieth of each month.
For each Wikipedia dumps from 20 August 2016 to 1 January 2017 as described in Section 3, we constructed the network of article links seeding the entities from the KORE dataset. Then, we applied the extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal degree centrality described previously. Table 9 shows the correlations of the entity relatedness scores between each Wikipedia dataset, for example, 2016-08-20 is a Wikipedia 2016-08-20 dataset which is a dump from 20 August 2016. We can see that the relatedness scores are highly correlated within twice-a-month time steps. Although, it is slightly different when time pass, the and * mean the results are significantly lower than when the following year is added, using the Extended Jaccard with Reciprocal Degree Centrality considering both in-links and out-links, where p-value < 0.1 and p-value < 0.05 respectively. 
Summary and Discussions
We have addressed the research questions of how to represent Wikipedia article link network and how to find relatedness and its evolution using the network. We have seen that using the redirects and both in and out links provides the best representation of the Wikipedia link network and that the union of these provides the best temporal representation. We have also introduced a new extended Jaccard method that can effectively capture the relatedness and evolution of entities in Wikipedia.
The proposed graph-based extended Jaccard similarity with reciprocal centralities outperform the baseline text-based approach and graph-based Jaccard methods. Moreover, adding more semantic relation using redirect relationships into the models improve accuracy of the relatedness scores. The relatedness score from DBpedia 2010, which is the closest time period to when the KORE dataset was created, are the most correlated to KORE dataset and using the most recent version of DBpedia loses a lot of accuracy. This shows that even in a short space of time the evaluations made by the annotators of the KORE dataset have become outdated. However, we show that by aggregating temporal information as one graph, the accuracy of relatedness is better than any other results from each dataset, as well as the recent research, demonstrating the value of considering not just the most recent version of a semantic graph but also temporal information when performing entity relatedness. Furthermore, our method scales well with the number of entity pairs, as the cost to estimate similarity of a pair is constant, thus our approach is linear with the size of dataset, with the main cost being the construction of the 2-hop article link network.
We have seen that the entity relatedness varies according to the relatedness of the entities at that time. With twice-a-month time steps, there is no statistically significant difference in relatedness changes. However, with yearly time steps 2016-09-01 2016-09-20 2016-10-01 2016-10-20 2016-11-01 2016-11-20 2016-12-01 2016-12-20 2017-01-01 2016-08-20 accumulated changes in the underlying information lead to significant changes in the relatedness. However, changes will be detected with a delay caused by the distance between time steps. With more fine grain time steps, this can be used to detect emerging events if entities that are not related before become closely related. A limitation of our approach of using Wikipedia dumps is that if the data is captured at the time that the articles was vandalized, the information may be distorted. This can be improve by using vandalism detection to eliminate the article versions which are detected as vandalism and choose the previous article versions that are not vandalism instead.
As future work, this work could be improved by applying disambiguation techniques to get more entities in additional to user-provided Wikipedia links to add more information to the networks. This work could also be used in a use case such as recommender systems, especially for timesensitive recommendations.
